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A message from our CEO
The National Agritech Ecosystem Survey is a national necessity, and
AusAgritech is proud to be spearheading this important contribution, not
only to the agritech ecosystem, but to the nation of Australia as a whole.
However, we not only ask for, but require the support of our established
agritech ecosystem to drive this project forward. 

There are emerging issues that are highlighting the importance of
Australia having a strong agritech sector. This includes to ensure that
Australia has an ongoing role and influence in global supply chains that
are increasingly reliant on technology, and to ensure that we are makers
of and engaged in collaborations that ensure there is tailored technology
that meet Australian agriculture’s needs.

We have an opportunity to quantify and better understand the vast
agritech sector through the National Agritech Ecosystem Survey, which
supports agriculture and will future proof Australia by helping us to reach
our national goals, as well as further improve agricultural production,
create resilient supply chains, create jobs, drive economic growth, and
evolve a new sector in which Australia can and should be recognised as a
global leader.

Tracey Martin
CEO, AusAgritech Association
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Board of
Directors

Chair & Board Member
Andrew Coppin

Board Member
Matthew Pryor

Secretary & Board Member
Sarah Nolet

Treasurer & Board Member
Craig Shapiro

Board Member, Queensland
Lewis Frost

Board Member, Western Australia
Tash Teakle

Board Advisor, Tasmania
Fiona Turner
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Corporate Partners
With gratitude to AusAgritech's
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Agritech Leaders Alliance
With gratitude to AusAgritech's
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The Challenge
We know Agriculture is a vital contributor to Australia's
economy. The gross value of Australian agriculture is
set to hit $73 billion in 2021 and makes up over 10
percent of total Australian export markets. 

Technology-related opportunities delivered by the
Australian agritech industry are required if Agriculture is
to produce more, at greater value so that the sector
reaches $100 billion by 2030. The development of
Australia focused agritech and its implementation also
underpins Australian agriculture and landholders
demonstrating climate credentials and Australia
meeting its climate commitments. 
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An agreement on the structure and scope of the
Agritech ecosystem such as common terminology
and categories
The current and potential economic contribution of
Agritech to individual agriculture sectors and stages
in the value chain
The maturity and growth potential of Agritech in
companies in Australia and the steps required to
overcome barriers. 

Given the necessity of the Agritech sector to Australia
meeting Ag Industry goals, demonstrating sustainability
and meeting climate commitments, we must develop a
deeper understanding about the Agritech sector in
Australia. A comprehensive analysis of this dynamic
sector has not been undertaken. 

Current gaps in knowledge include:

The Challenge



The Project will help us to better
understand the sector

AGRITECH COMPANIES ON OUR
ECOSYSTEM MAP 

This is an indicative figure of some of the known organisations currently
active in the Australian Agritech ecosystem, however we know that many
remain unaccounted for. One of the key outputs of the National Agritech
Survey will be quantifying and identifying just how many agritech
organisations are in the wider Australian sector. Each month AusAgritech
updates our Ecosystem Map with the ecosystem participants continuing to
expand. 

+ 300
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Agritech
Ecosystem



Key Objectives

Develop a baseline for the sector through an Australia-wide survey that
will map and measure the agritech sector in Australia
Build an online SAS based portal which allows for the ongoing collection
and categorisation of data specific to the taxonomy of innovation
ecosystems.
Disseminate survey findings and keys insights to improve the federal
understanding of agritech and its contribution to the Australian economy
and national resilience.

To address these gaps, the National Agritech Ecosystem Survey will:
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FEB 2022

National Agritech

Ecosystem Project

Announced

2

Project Launched

3

Survey Launched

4

Survey Reports

Developed

5

Survey Findings

Shared

6

Survey Project Review

SEPT 2022

Project Closed

Project Milestones
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Survey development & deployment
Data analysis
System set up
Project management
Communication costs

Given the vast scope of the project, its importance to
the agritech ecosystem and national security, the
Australian Agritech Association seeks financial support
in the form of sponsorship to empower us to fund the
following: 

We need your
support
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Opportunities for
Sponsorship

Naming rights, alongside AusAgritech
Logo and name shown on the AusAgritech website, final report and in all media
Company banner displayed at events where the Survey is presented
Logo recognition on website on survey project page
Logo and company description on all documentation including final report + short piece written by the sponsor
Logo on the front page of the final report + short piece written by the sponsor
Logo recognition on e-announcements
Access to a level of data from the Survey to be agreed. 
Other benefits to be agreed. 

Company banner displayed at events where the Survey is presented
Logo recognition on website on project page
Logo and company description on all documentation including final report
Logo recognition on e-announcements
Access to level of data from the Survey to be agreed. 

Platinum Sponsor: $50,000 (1 ONLY) 

Gold Sponsors: $25,000 (3 AVAILABLE)
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Opportunities for
Sponsorship

Company banner displayed at events where the Survey is presented
Logo recognition on website on project page
Logo and company description on all documentation including final report
Logo recognition on e-announcements
Access to level of data from the Survey to be agreed. 

Logo recognition on website on project page and verbal acknowledgement at related events. 
Logo and company description on all documentation including final report
Logo recognition on e-announcements
Access to level of data from the Survey to be agreed. 

Silver Sponsors: $10,000 (10 AVAILABLE) 

Bronze Sponsors: $2,500 (UNLIMITED)



Select the level of

sponsorship you'd like

to commit to

Call CEO, Tracey Martin

on 0400 744 517

Sign the Sponsorship

Agreement

Make payment for

your Sponsorship

Package

Provide your logo files

and digital assets for

use on collateral

Receive continued

acknowledgement of

your partnership

throughout the Survey

1

2

3

4

5

6

The
Sponsorship
Process

NOTE: 

Expressions of interest are

open for a limited time.

Contact

ceo@ausagritech.org with

any queries. 
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We look forward to your
support
We are confident that the National Agritech Ecosystem Survey
will provide substantial value and impact toward the agritech
sector in Australia, and its significant contribution toward
Australia reaching its climate, sustainability and digitilisation
goals. 

This is an unmissable opportunity to become synonymous
with agritech - the sector that is future-proofing Australia, in
the formative stages of its national recognition.

We have no doubt that with the help of our generous
sponsors, the National Agritech Ecosystem Project will serve
as a milestone for not only agritech, but also the wider nation
of Australia as we advance toward a resilient and prosperous
future. 

Andrew Coppin
Chair, AusAgritech Association
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